Council of Northern California Philatelic Societies

Council Courier
Volume 4, Issue 2, April 10, 2007

Special WESTPEX Edition
HELP NEEDED FOR THE CNCPS
TABLE
WESTPEX 2007, the premier
philatelic show in the western
United States, will be held on:

April 27-29, 2007

San Francisco Airport Marriott Hotel
1800 Old Bayshore Highway,
Burlingame, CA
The show theme for WESTPEX 2007 is the 140th anniversary of Emperor Norton I of San Francisco, a legendary city
character who charmed early San Franciscans into providing
him with food, drink and the best seats in town.

Help is needed to man the Council table. Stop by at your leisure — help is always needed and appreciated.

MERCER BRISTOW TO PRESENT
SEMINAR ON “FAKES AND FORGERIES”
12:00 PM
SATURDAY, APRIL 28
BAYSIDE I
Mercer Bristow, Director of the APS American Philatelic
Expertizing Service, presents a seminar on “Fakes and Forgeries ,” sponsored by the Council of Northern California
Philatelic Societies, and hosted by the Peninsula Stamp Club.
See the flyer for Mercer’s presentation on page 2 and an article on Mercer on page 3.

A special show souvenir sheet is available, and can be preordered with a USPS-cancelled cover from the WESTPEX
website.
Admission is $3.00 for all three days. However, members of
clubs belonging to the Council will have free admission to
WESTPEX on Sunday, April 29. It will be “Council Day.”
For detailed information on the show, please visit the
WESTPEX website at:

http://www.westpex.com/
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CNCPS MEETING AT WESTPEX
The Council of Northern California Philatelic Societies will
meet during WESTPEX 2007 at:

12:00 PM
SUNDAY, APRIL 29
BAYSIDE I

COUNCIL OF NORTHERN
CALIFORNIA PHILATELIC SOCIETIES

Presents
Mercer Bristow

DIRECTOR of THE APS
AMERICAN PHILATELIC
EXPERTIZING SERVICE

Mercer holding a vintage butter mold. Come to the presentation and find out why
this antique butter mold is so valuable to Mercer and his career in philately.

MERCER BRISTOW presents a seminar on “FAKES
AND FORGERIES,” sponsored by the Council of
Northern California Philatelic Societies
hosted by the Peninsula Stamp Club
Everyone invited
Saturday April 28th 12:00 p.m.
BAYSIDE I
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MERCER BRISTOW PROVIDES INSIGHT INTO HIS PHILATELIC
BACKGROUND AND APEX WORK
Mercer Bristow, who is presenting the CNCPS-sponsored talk on "Fakes and Forgeries" at WESTPEX, has varied and deep experience in philately. Before arriving at APS headquarters, Mercer worked for three years as a lot describer for Matthew Bennett
Auctions. Also, he has collected and studied the stamps of Finland for many years.
For the past 25 years, he has headed the APS American Philatelic Expertizing Service (APEX). Today, Mercer, along with
Krystal Harter, makes up the in-house team that operates the service. They work with 130 examiners from around the U.S. to
identify and describe the condition of 7,000 stamps and covers annually.
In a recent interview with Tim Burgess, our CNCPS Webmaster, Mercer provided some details about his background and his
work with APEX. Mercer:

•

Said that the most interesting aspect of his work is working with the most knowledgeable pool of philatelic specialists in the
U.S. and the cooperative relationship between APEX and the other expertizing services.

•

Collected Finland for many years; but, now, as Curator of the APS Reference Collections of genuine and forged material,
does not have an active personal collection.

•

When asked if fakes and forgeries are a growing problem, said that "the identification of counterfeits is not the big problem
the hobby faces today. The alteration and repair of stamps and covers, however, is a growing problem.”

Along with general information on stamp expertizing , Mercer’s talk will include slides that show the APEX offices and the
American Philatelic Center in Bellefonte, PA, the Reference Collections, and illustrations of stamps certified as forged or altered.

PLEASE PROVIDE CLUB
FLYERS FOR WESTPEX
All member clubs of the CNCPS should make sure that they
provide informational flyers available at WESTPEX for anyone to pick-up at the table.
These flyers should contain all important information, i.e.,
meeting day, time and location; contact telephone/email and
any other information which the Club would like to share
with a prospective member.
Flyers can be 1/2 inch flyers or full size flyers.
You can bring the fliers to the show or mail them to our
CNCPS President, Vesma Grinfelds. Vesma's address is listed
on the council web page under the link Officers and Committees:
http://www.norcalstamps.org
Vesma will bring any material that you provide to the show
and will pick it up at the conclusion of the show for future
use.

COUNCIL DAY, APRIL 29 — FREE
ADMISSION FOR CNCPS MEMBER CLUB PARTICIPANTS
Members of clubs belonging to the Council will have free
admission to WESTPEX on Sunday, April 29. It will be
“Council Day.”
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IN MEMORIAM,
FRANK VIGNOLA
Our dear friend, former member of the Collectors Club of
San Francisco, Honorary Director and long time member of
the WESTPEX Stamp Show, passed away on Friday March
30th at the age of 87. He will be missed in the philatelic
community.
A memorial service will be held at the Lutheran Church at
30th and Geary at 2:00 pm, Saturday April 21st. He will be
cremated and the scattering at sea will be at 11:00 am on
Wednesday April 25, for family only.
Members can contact the family through:
Frank & Mary Lou Vignola
2468 Hawkins Lane
Eugene , OR 97405
Phone (541) 683-2695
Email: mlvignola@earthlink.net
Barbara Vignola
P.O. Box 614
Pleasanton , CA 94566
Phone (925) 875-1716

COALPEX IS COMING, JUNE 9-10
COALPEX is coming up soon:
June 9-10
Walnut Creek Civic Center
1375 Civic Drive
Walnut Creek
For more information, contact:
Dave McNamee
(925) 934-3847
(dmcnamee@aol.com)

Coming Soon — WINEPEX 2007!
October 5, 6, 7, 2007 — Marin Civic Center Exhibition Hall, San Rafael
It is time to start planning your exhibit for WINEPEX 2007 — the 14th annual stamp show of the Redwood Empire Collectors Club. We have space for 18-21 one-frame, 16-page exhibits, five level ribbon
judging with APS judges, and no frame fees.
This is an opportunity to try out new ideas on a small scale at a high profile show with 12 prominent dealers. An entry form and prospectus will be available in the next issue of the Council Courier.
For more information about the show, call Kurt Schau at (707) 778-6453.
For exhibit information, call George Shalimoff at (707) 887-7380.
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Getting Started in Philatelic
Exhibiting
by John M. Hotchner,* American Association of Philatelic Exhibitors
(This article is reprinted by permission of John
Hotchner)
Introduction

“I can do this” was my reaction when I first paid attention
to philatelic exhibits at a local club’s yearly show. And it
turned out that I could. But not without overcoming a dozen
reasons that argued against trying when I began to think
seriously about making the leap from collecting to exhibiting.
Although the idea of displaying our treasures for other collectors to admire is attractive, it isn’t something we can just
do intuitively. Rather, I found that exhibiting is a craft that
needs to be learned through trial and error. It is also a public expression of our interests, knowledge, and artistic
sense; and that can be a bit daunting. I’d like to have a
quarter for every time I’ve heard a collector say, “I don’t
have expensive stamps or specialized knowledge. I couldn’t
compete with the exhibits I’ve seen.”
I think all successful exhibitors began with some form of
that thought. But you CAN compete — just recognize that
you won’t get to Gold medals in a month. Learning the
craft by doing, and building a prize-winning exhibit takes
time, and the secret is having realistic expectations and
goals. The purpose of this pamphlet is to help you get beyond the reasons why you may think you can’t or shouldn’t
exhibit; and to think positively about your talents and abilities. You will be amazed at what you can do — and you
will be amazed at how exhibiting can enrich your philatelic
life.
Competition — is not the only reason to exhibit. The great
majority of exhibitors ultimately enjoy seeing how high a
medal their exhibit can earn. But it is equally okay to use
your display to try to convince others that they should collect what you do. Or to educate other collectors on the
breadth of a collecting area by highlighting many different
specialty areas that are available. However, you will find
that competition can be fun. America is an accomplishment-based society, and we learn from an early age that
winning competitions, be they in sports or speech contests
or to keeping up with the Jones’s, drives a good share of
our daily thought. We are used to competition, but philatelic exhibiting competition is unusual — except for some
limited instances which will be described later — because
exhibitors are not competing against each other. Rather our
exhibit is competing against the standard of being the best it
can be.
*John Hotchner is the co-founder with Randy Neil of the AAPE,
and is editor of its quarterly magazine. He is a national grand
award level exhibitor and is a national and international judge.
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Challenge — Exhibiting is a personal challenge since you
will develop skills you didn’t know you had. And in its most
enjoyable form, it is also a philatelic challenge since you will
create something unlike what anyone else has done in the
past. In addition it will require you to pick a subject to exhibit
that gives you room to expand your knowledge and your collecting, and to organize and study your material.
Furthermore, by expanding your knowledge of what exists
that can be part of your exhibit, and building your exhibit to
the status of being the best it can be, you are also building a
collection that can be worth more than the sum of its parts.
What Will You Be Trying To Do?
The basic idea of philatelic exhibiting is that you are telling a
complete philatelic or thematic story using philatelic (and
sometimes associated material in Display exhibits) to illustrate your points. Like a book, your story will have a beginning, a middle and an end. The material will be described on
the exhibit pages briefly, but it is the material that tells the
story, not lengthy text.
Once you understand this objective, the best thing that you
can do is to make a point of going to exhibitions and taking
time to look carefully at how others have done exhibits. Part
of the secret of success is in how you organize the material
and the story, so that there is a logical flow. The other part of
the secret is how you use the title page to outline the story you
expect to tell. For some exhibits it is also appropriate to have
a plan page which, like a table of contents for a book, provides the outline of the story, and tells the viewer where each
part of the story can be found in the exhibit.
In doing your exhibit, it is expected that you will use the best
philatelic material, both in terms of quality and condition, that
you are able to get. And that you will label it accurately; providing information about it beyond what can be found in the
standard catalogues or what is obvious from the stamp or
cover itself. Presentation – the pleasing arrangement of material and text, proper grammar and spelling, general neatness –
all count as part of the judging criteria. But it is the philatelic
material itself, and how it illustrates a complete story, that
counts most.
Getting Started: The Exhibit Subject
The ideal is to pick some part of your collecting areas about
which you feel special interest and curiosity. This should be
something that is broad enough that you have a good accumulation of stamps and/or covers to pick from to put on your
exhibit pages. If you collect it, you have probably already
concluded that you can afford most of the material in the area.
If not, think about that aspect, because telling a complete
story may mean that expensive material will be needed as you
rise in medal levels and at last attempt to win that Gold
medal.
Critically important is the title you pick for your exhibit. “The
Air Mail Issues of the United States; The First 50 Years”
sounds simple enough, but that would lead the judges to expect that the pricey Zeppelin set will be included, not to mention the 24c 1918 inverted Jenny. So in selecting a subject and
title, you need to strike a balance between setting a challenge

that you can afford to meet, and a challenge that is worthy
of a Gold if you meet it. Happily there are large areas of the
hobby in which money is much less a factor than the effort
of studying philatelic material and finding the elusive material to illustrate your knowledge about it.
And Then?
Next you need to get together all the material that fits
within your proposed exhibit title, and start to organize it so
that you know what you have. Then you should begin to get
some ideas as to how it can be shown in an effective sequence. Putting your material in stock cards in the order
your story seems likely to take is the first step. This will
also help you to begin to determine what you still need to
tell the story.
This Sounds Like Work — And indeed it is. Exhibiting is
not easy. But what worthy challenge is? Instead it is exciting; even fun, once you get hooked on the challenge. It
gives you a goal to work toward — whether it’s the exhibit
itself, or the medal levels it can earn.
Preparing The Exhibit
Gone are the days when we had to spend hours preparing an
exhibit page using a typewriter or by hand lettering. The
computer has worked a revolution. It takes only moderate
computer knowledge and a printer to do basic pages. And
making corrections or revising a page takes five minutes
instead of having to start from square one. You will need
heavier-than-normal paper because the pages, in page protectors, will have to stand up in exhibit frames. Other than
that, you don’t need special materials to get started. You
may, as you get deeper into the craft, want to experiment
with capabilities of your computer to do fancier pages, but
leave that for later, when you are more comfortable. To
begin, keep it simple.
Exhibit Judging
At the local and regional levels, exhibits are often judged
by experienced collectors, and sometimes there are only
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place certificates or medals. More often
American Philatelic Society accredited judges also form
part or all of the jury team, and each exhibit receives the
level of medal it earns. The APS, the national philatelic
organization in the U.S., accredits national level philatelic
exhibitions and those who judge them. Judges, who are
themselves successful exhibitors, must successfully complete a training program, which includes developing the
skill of providing feedback to exhibitors. This assures that
exhibiting criteria will be uniform, and consistently applied
at all of the 30+ national “World Series of Philately” (WSP)
shows held across the United States each year. The Grand
Award winner — the best exhibit — at each WSP show
ultimately meets all the other Grands head-to-head in the
annual Champion of Champions competition.
In evaluating exhibits the judges use specific criteria which
is laid out in the APS Manual of Philatelic Judging, and you
should obtain and read this carefully even if you are not
interested in medals. Why? It also explains the different
classes and divisions in which exhibits can be entered. You
will need to know what is expected of, for instance, a one
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frame postal history exhibit, as compared to a multi-frame
traditional exhibit. It also explains Display Division (in which
you can use non-philatelic material), Illustrated Mail, the Cinderella Division, Revenue and several other types of exhibits.
Other Resources
Exhibiting is a learning experience, and at its best, it is also an
interactive experience with other exhibitors. In fact one of the
best parts of exhibiting is that it is a path to meeting other
people who share your interests, and collectors who (having
seen your exhibit) will search you out to offer material and
information to improve your exhibit. Judges will offer specific suggestions for improvements if you make the effort to
attend the critique session that they are required to provide.
Also, they will review your exhibit with you at your frames if
you ask.
Earlier I suggested that one of the best learning tools is to go
to shows and look carefully at what exhibitors have done.
Take a notebook, and write down the techniques you think are
most effective, and which you might be able to use in your
own exhibit. Make the effort to get to know some of the exhibitors, and tell them that you are just getting started. Most
will be truly happy to help you over the path they have already taken.
Written resources can also be helpful. First join the American
Association of Philatelic Exhibitors, an organization of nearly
a thousand exhibitors and aspiring exhibitors, judges and
show administrators, which puts out a quarterly magazine
called The Philatelic Exhibitor, which many beginners have
found to be an essential resource. The address for AAPE and
the APS will be found at the end of this pamphlet. Among
AAPE’s services is a free critique service through which you
can get a judge’s review of a developing exhibit before you
ever put it up in frames.
You might also consider purchasing a new book released at
Washington 2006, titled “The Philatelic Exhibitors Handbook, Third Edition,” expanded and revised by Ada Prill, with
assistance from many others in the exhibiting community. It
is actually an updating of Randy Neil’s landmark work by the
same name, first published 20 years ago. This book provides a
wealth of information on how to choose a subject, the mechanics of developing the exhibit, what a title page should
contain, and much, much more.
When Your Exhibit Is Ready For Prime Time
Or as it is beginning to take shape, write to several shows to
get their exhibit prospectus. Read the prospectuses carefully,
for they will tell you a lot about how the host committee will
conduct the show, and what is expected of the exhibitors. Pick
one of more shows you would like to enter, preferably close
enough to home that you can attend. And then enjoy the show
experience from a completely new perspective.
A Final Word
The exhibiting world is one of challenge, personal achievement, new friends, and sometimes a little frustration. You
may not always receive the award you think your exhibit
should earn. It may take longer than you hoped to build to that
Gold medal. But persistence pays. Disappointments along the

road just make the ultimate victory that much sweeter
21 Suggestions For Getting Started With Your
First Exhibit
1.

Have reasonable expectations. A Gold is the end of the
rainbow. You will get there, but be content to start with
any medal at all.

2.

Take care in picking your exhibit subject and title.

3.

Join AAPE, and read about others’ experiences to see
how they might apply to you.

4.

For ideas about titles/subjects and to see how others
have done exhibits, visit nearby shows and study the
exhibits. Adapt good ideas and effective techniques.

5.

Put all your relevant material together, and begin to
organize it into a story.

6.

Get and read the APS Manual of Philatelic Judging.

7.

Study your material to make certain that you know as
much about it as possible.

8.

Dummy up your exhibit pages using stock cards to
place your stamps and covers in the way they might be
arranged on an exhibit page.

9.

Describe your material briefly, without stating what is
obvious from stamps or covers. Then put your descriptions on small pieces of paper, and add those to your
stock cards.

10. As you survey what you have, pay attention to what
you still need to tell the complete story.
11. As you begin to make pages, keep them simple to start;
plain white paper — no borders.
12. Make certain that the story line of your exhibit is clear.
13. Pay attention to neatness, spelling, and other elements
that will make your pages attractive to look at and easy
to read.
14. State facts in your exhibit, not opinions or generalities;
e. g. “One of six reported examples”, not “rare”.
15. Have friends or family look at your pages to proof
read them for you and to make sure that the story and
text makes sense.
16. Enter your first exhibit at a local or regional show to
get your feet wet.
17. Take your exhibit to its first several showings, attend
the critique, and ask judges for at-the-frames observations.
18. If you don’t get the award you expect, get the judges’
suggestions, and keep improving the exhibit. Realize
that any worthy challenge has moments of frustration.
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19. Use the AAPE Critique Service to get a more in-depth
critique.
20. Think of your exhibit as a work in progress. Even after
you get to Gold, you can improve it.
21. You may not agree with all judges’ comments, but disagreement is not license to be disagreeable. Listen carefully, ask for clarifications, correct misimpressions politely.
Help In Getting Started
This pamphlet is brought to you by the American Association
of Philatelic Exhibitors. Visit our website at www.aape.org,
or write to Tim Bartshe, 13955 30th Ave., Golden, CO 80401
(timbartshe@aol.com) if you have questions not answered
here. AAPE wants to help you get started. We hope you will
join with us. A membership application form is provided on
page 8 of this issue of the Council Courier (copied from the
original pamphlet).
The American Philatelic Society is the national umbrella organization for the United States, with 45,000 members, 600
local stamp club chapters, and 200 national specialty societies. APS also regulates the national stamp show and exhibition system. The APS Manual of Philatelic Judging is available from the APS, 100 Match Factory Place, Bellefonte, PA
16823, for $9.60 (members) or $12.00 (nonmembers). For
membership information write to the above address or visit
www.stamps.org.
“The Philatelic Exhibitors Handbook, Third Edition” will be
available from Subway Stamp Shop, and from many philatelic
literature dealers. Google “Subway Stamp Shop” for further
information.
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UPCOMING STAMP SHOWS
WESTPEX 2007

COMMERCIAL BOURSES:
SANTA CLARA COIN, STAMP, AND COLLECTIBLES
EXPO

April 27-29, 2007
April 19-22, 2007
San Francisco Airport Marriot
1800 Old Bayshore Highway
Burlingame, CA
Contact: Ed Jarvis
(415) 387-1016
(ejarvis@westpex.com)

Convention Halls C and D
Santa Clara Convention Center
5001 Great America Parkway
Santa Clara, CA

Website: www.westpex.com

Contact: www.santaclaraexpo.com
(805) 962-9939
(scshow@exposunlimited.com)

COALPEX 2007

SACRAMENTO STAMP FAIR

June 9-10, 2007

June 2-3, 2007

Walnut Creek Community Center
Civic Center Assembly Hall,
1375 Civic Dr
Walnut Creek

Knights of Columbus Hall
5961 Newman Court
Sacramento, CA

Contact: David McNamee
(925) 934-3847
(dmcnamee@aol.com)
GREATER RENO STAMP AND COVER SHOW
July 28-29, 2007
National Bowling Stadium
300 N. Center
Reno, Nevada 89501
Contact: J. Panquin
(775) 885-7768
paquinj@sbcglobal.net
Website: http://home.earthlink.net/~renostamp/id6.html
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Contact: Chris Clemens
Phone: (707)322-8483
(stampshows@hotmail.com)
Website: http://www.stampexpos.com

CLUB LISTING
For a complete listing of the CNCPS member clubs, please
visit the club page on the CNCPS website at:
http://www.norcalstamps.org/clubs.html

Collectors Club of San Francisco WESTPEX Meeting
The “Must” Philatelic Event of the Year
Guest Speaker Charles Shreve presents:
"The Stamp Collector Next Door - How a Bond Trader Relaxes"
Charles has been involved professionally in the rare stamp auction business for over 35 years. Mr. Shreve began collecting
stamps at age 12. In 1994 Mr. Shreve started a new, highly publicized stamp auction company – Shreve's Philatelic Galleries, Inc.
Known for its highly personalized service and modern marketing techniques, Shreve's Philatelic Galleries has grown, in just
eleven years, to be one of the two largest stamp auction houses in the country.
Mr. Shreve is a member of numerous philatelic organizations, including being a life member of the American Philatelic Society,
the American Stamp Dealers Association and the U.S. Philatelic Classics Society. Charles has recently been appointed to the
Council of Philatelists for the Smithsonian National Postal Museum and is a member of the Royal Philatelic Society in London.
He is also a member of the Board of Governors (and Fund Raising Chairman) of the Collectors Club of New York – one of the
most prestigious philatelic organizations in the world. Additionally, he is an expert consultant and member of the Board of Trustees to the Philatelic Foundation in New York City, the largest philatelic expertizing service in the U.S. Other memberships include the American Revenue Association, Carriers & Locals Society, and the Philatelic Traders Society (London).
A special WESTPEX hotel rate of $97.00 plus tax is available. Self-parking is $5.00 For reservation call (800) 228-9290 and
mention Group Code: PEXPEXA or WESTPEX. Any questions, please visit the WESTPEX web site: www.westpex.com.
Location:

San Francisco Airport Marriott
Bayside II Room – lobby level
1800 Old Bayshore Highway
Burlingame, CA 94010
Phone: 650-692-9100

Wednesday April 25, 2007; 6:00 pm no host cocktails, dinner at 7:00 pm
$48.00 per person (sales tax and gratuities included)
Baby Spinach Salad
Sliced Maui Onions, Roma Tomatoes, Mandarin Oranges and Raspberry Vinaigrette
Pan Seared Breast of Chicken
Artichokes, Sun dried Tomatoes, Kalamata Olive Beurre Blanc
Or
Pan Seared Salmon
Sorrel Sauce
Tangerine Crème Brulee
$48.00 inclusive
Your reservation(s) must be received by April 20, 2007, along with your check made payable to: “CCSF.”
Mail to:
Judy Jarvis
% Collectors Club of San Francisco
P.O. Box 210579
San Francisco, CA 94121-0579
Phone:
415-387-1016
Email:
judyjarvis@westpex.com
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cut off this portion and include it with your reservation

Name(s):________________________________________________
Main Course selection:

Chicken______ Salmon________

Please reserve ________________ dinner(s) at $48.00 per person.
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Council of Northern California Philatelic Societies
COUNCIL OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE CHAIRS

President

Vesma Grinfelds

3800 21st St.
San Francisco, CA 94114

(415) 643-3800
dzvesma@sprintmail.com

Immediate Past President

Leonard Holmsten

396 Smalley Ave.
Hayward, CA 94541

(510) 881-0855
Lholmsten@aol.com

Vice President

Michael Leippe

Secretary

Charles Kasdorf

827 Portola St.
Alameda, CA 94501

(510) 522-0258
chrlyk@aol.com

Treasurer

Frank Scudero

418 Beatrice Road
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523

(925-285-0948
fscudero@aol.com

WESTPEX Chairman

Edward Jarvis

P.O. Box 210579
San Francisco, CA 941210579

(415) 387-1016
ejarvis@westpex.com

Judges Chairman

Bill Willis

6151 Turnberry Court
Redding, CA 96003

williamwillis@charter.net

Webmaster

Tim Burgess

3574 Windmill Way
Concord, CA 94518-2332

Pennyred@earthlink.net

Youth Coordinator

Carol Edholm

4404 224th Place SW
Mountlake Ter., WA
98043-4150

(425) 774-5929
Youth.stamps@Verizon.net

Editor

Ron Biell

P.O. Box 5992
San Jose, CA 95150

(408) 323-8702
rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net

Advisory

Bill Oliver

302 Bridge Place
W. Sacramento, Ca 95691

(916) 371-6136
billphil@softcom.net

Speakers Bureau

Kristin Patterson

851 Ironwood Drive San
Jose CA 95125

(408) 267-6643
kristin_email@yahoo.com

Council Challenge Chairman

Dave McNamee

mikencastella@earthlink.net

DMCNAMEE@aol.com

Communications Commit- Hank Washauer
tee Chairman

P.O. Box 235
San Carlos, CA 94070

hankwashauer@yahoo.com

Youth Adviser

Gary Jensen

3382 Princeton Dr.
Santa Rosa, CA 95405

garjen@sonic.net

Insurance Liaison

Larry Crain

lrcrain@mind.net

For Suggestions, Corrections, Etc.
If you have any suggestions, corrections, or other comments about
the Council Courier, please contact the editor:
Ron Biell, Editor, Council Courier
P.O. Box 5992
San Jose, CA 95150
Email: rbiell-dsl@sbcglobal.net
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COUNCIL COURIER
NEXT COUNCIL MEETING:
WESTPEX

San Francisco Airport Marriot Hotel
1800 Old Bayshore Highway, Burlingame

Sunday, April 29 at 12:00 PM
Bayside I

Council of Northern California Philatelic Societies
Ron Biell
P.O. Box 5992
San Jose, CA 95150

FIRST CLASS
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